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1. WHAT IS NEW?
Audiqueen 3 comes with an impressive number of new features, improvements and bug fixes. These are the
most important novelties:
•

A§E integration: A§E has been completely integrated into Audiqueen. A§E allows to perform may
audiological tests, such as audiometry, speech audiometry and many other tests. A§E also
interfaces with many external measuring devices, such as audiometers, SoundC, Otocube, etc.
o

New A§E user interface: the user interface has been thoroughly redone. It is much
more user friendly and consistent across the different A§E tests.

o

Speech audiometry thoroughly refurbished: A§E now also comes with sentence
tests, different noise types, and adaptive scoring algorithm, etc.

o

Coala Link: this is a powerful cable or wireless link, developed in collaboration with Cochlear
Ltd, allowing calibrated presentation of stimuli directly from your PC to the CP910 & CP1000
speech processors. The Coala Link makes audiometric booths and audiometers obsolete
for the assessment foci recipients.

o

SoundC: this is a hardware set up with an external 8-channel soundcard and up to 8
loudspeakers for an azimuth localization test or to present speech and noise from
different speakers, which opens a new world for speech testing.

o

A§E self-tests: all A§E tests, except speech audiometry, can now be performed as self-test,
by the patient on his own, without the presence of an audiologist required.

o

Azimuth localization: a new localization test has been added to run on SoundC for
the assessment of azimuth localization capacity.

•

Multidoc: Audiqueen’s Easy File Fetcher, the feature to handle documents in custom tests, has
been thoroughly revised. It now allows to combine multiple documents under one test result.
The documents are entered through an external device, such as a scanner, or by pasting them
from the clipboard, or by fetching them from your computer with the file browser. Files can be of
any type supported by your computer, such as MS Office files, video files, audio files, etc.

•

It is now possible to merge results that belong to a same test if for any reason they have been
saved as 2 test separate results.

•

Print function: the Print to Clipboard now produces high resolution graphs, suitable for
scientific publication. The print preview has been improved.

•

Video and Sound improved: Audiqueen Video and Sound capture has been thoroughly
revised offering a very flexible interface to capture video and/or sound from external
devices.

•

Basket: test requests can be put in a basket. This is typically done by the ENT specialist, while
the audiologist has an overview of all pending requests, retrieves the requests from the basket
and executes them.

•

Events (surgical or non-surgical) now come with Event Details. This makes it possible, for instance,
to save surgical details in a systematic way.

•

Analytics: this is a very powerful tool to query Audiqueen’s data and export the results to Excel
for further analysis. For instance, it is now extremely easy to retrieve certain test results at a
certain moment after an intervention from all patients meeting certain selection criteria.

•

Import keywords: a bulk import procedure is now available to import a series of keywords
together with the patients to whom they apply. This can be done, for instance, to attribute
keywords to Audiqueen records from your EMR records.

•

Evolution chart: test results can now be plotted on a time plot, which makes it easy to analyse
their evolution over time.

•

FOX integration: Audiqueen can now be integrated with FOX, the Fitting to Outcome eXpert for
assisting the audiologist in improving the fitting of CI processors. The integration automatically
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stores the measured results together with the MAP that was used in the CI processor to undergo
the test.
•

Session viewer: this feature gives a detailed overview of which operators have had access to or
modified data in Audiqueen.
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1. SUMMARY
Audiqueen® is an otorhinolaryngological test result management program for ENT services in hospitals,
private ENT practices, auditory rehabilitation centres or audiological services. Audiqueen fills the gap between
the Hospital Information System and the specific equipment for ENT specialists.
Audiqueen connects to audiometers and tympanometers, evoked potentials, rhino(mano)meters, endoscopes,
vestibular test systems and any other measurement instrument of the ENT specialist.
Data are retrieved from these measurement instruments and stored in a central database. The stored test
results are instantly accessible from every workstation throughout the hospital. The test results are displayed
in fancy yet scientific graphs and the software is designed to be highly intuitive. Through its seamless
integration into the HIS, Audiqueen makes sure that you have full access to all your patients’ data at any place
and any time.

A unique software application
Audiqueen is a unique clinical tool for the ENT physician and his team. It is conceived to complement the
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) by offering a special file to manage the specialised tests and test results for
the ENT discipline. It features extremely simple and intuitive interfaces with all equipment like audiometers,
tympanometers, endoscopes, rhino(mano)meters, OAE or ABR devices and also with document scanners, paint
programs (like Paint or Photoshop), etc.
Once the data are entered into the system (swiftly done by the audiologist, nurse or technician), the become
part of the patient’s medical file. The ENT physician has easy access to these data through the patient’s EMR,
wherever and whenever he needs it, on all computers of his department, the hospital wards, the theatre,
emergency room, etc. All results are summarized in comprehensive lists and displayed on high quality graphs
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which are easy to handle and to configure to his/her personal preferences. Results can be readily exported,
printed, integrated into WORD, PowerPoint or other applications.
Since all data are stored in structured SQL tables, they are readily available for queries and statistical analyses.
Audiqueen has already been installed in many private ENT practices & clinics, regional hospitals and university
hospitals in several countries. In line with the local requirements, it is installed on a few computers only or
hospital-wide on thousands of PCs.
A major advantage is that Audiqueen doesn’t require data to be entered twice. All data are entered
spontaneously/automatically during and as part of the test execution. Hence, the data integrity does not
depend on the individual’s discipline to fill out forms. Also, data entry is not limited to surgical interventions
only. Audiqueen being an integral part of the medical file, it really facilitates all daily clinical processes and
information flows of all patients and for all the team members (ENT physicians, Audiologists, Residents,
Nurses, etc.). It therefore is a clinical tool which contains all specialty-related data, first of all for the sake of
the daily practices, but obviously also for statistical analyses later on, if required.
As with all software, it is extremely important to be aware of the vulnerability of digital media.
Therefore, it is of paramount importance to make regular backups of your data (saved test results) and to
make sure that the backups are stored in a safe place. It is good practice to have a written back-up procedure
that takes care of all your data and to enforce this procedure to be carried out on very regular basis.
Otoconsult cannot accept any responsibility for lost data.

2.2. INTEGRATION
Audiqueen is complementary to the general Hospital Information System (HIS). It can easily be integrated into
any existing information system using one or several of the available integration options. The context
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integration ensures that the end user does not have the experience of working with two separate programs
(Audiqueen and the HIS), instead the daily workflow is seamlessly integrated for maximum efficiency.

2.3. MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT CONNECTIVITY
The connection with measurement instruments is one of Audiqueen’s strongest features. Audiqueen is
designed to allow maximal easy of workflow when performing measurements. There is no need to export and
import data files. The measurement data transfer is fully automated.

2.4. A§E
Audiqueen§ now comes with fully integrated A§E. A§E (pronounced [eis] like the play card ace) is a set of
psycho-acoustical tests to be used by the professional audiologist. It is conceived to test hearing impaired
children and adults who are typically aided with a conventional hearing aid, cochlear implant or another
device. Most tests are speech- and language independent and supraliminal (above-threshold). It is
recommended to use A§E with a conventional audiometer. No additional equipment is required. A§E can also
run with an amplifier and loudspeakers or even with nothing else than a set of good quality multimedia
loudspeakers.

2.5. CUSTOMER REFERENCES
Audiqueen has been deployed in private ENT practices and in several hospitals in Belgium, France and
Australia. For instance, the CHRU in Lille and the university hospitals of Antwerp, Ghent, Brussels, Bruges and
Hasselt are using Audiqueen. In some hospitals Audiqueen has been installed on over 2000 computers.
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2.6. INTERNATIONALIZATION & STANDARDIZATION
The Audiqueen user interface and manuals are available in several languages (English, French, Dutch, Italian,
etc.). The user can easily change the interface language through the Edit Operator Info field …

and pick another language…

Audiqueen conforms to international standards concerning data representation, normative data, and
integration specifications, as can be expected from a medical-grade software package.
Applicable Standards :
•

HL7 2.3 (ORU, ADT)

•

BS 6951:1988

•

EN 27029:1991

•

ISO 7029-1984

•

ISO 8253-1:2010

2.7. TECHNOLOGY
Audiqueen is a client-server application to be used in a local network with a database server and several
workstations. Audiqueen is developed for Windows operating systems using the Microsoft .NET Framework.
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The database is deployed in a Microsoft SQL Server instance. Please refer to the Audiqueen System
Requirements for further details.

3. PATIENT MANAGEMENT
Audiqueen is designed to work in combination with an existing Hospital Information System. Typically, patient
management is performed in the HIS. However, when Audiqueen is configured for stand-alone use. Patient
management tasks can be performed in Audiqueen itself.

3.1. SEARCH PATIENTS
The user can search for a patient in the Audiqueen database, based on a combination of Last Name, First
Name, Gender, Birth date and External ID.

3.2. CREATE A PATIENT
If Audiqueen is not linked to a HIS, the user can enter a new patient, supplying Last Name, First Name, Gender
and Sex.

3.3. EDIT A PATIENT
The user can edit a patient, updating fields that are not managed by the HIS.

3.4. DISPLAY PATIENT INFORMATION
Audiqueen displays the minimal patient’s data in the upper left corner (1). Full details can be displayed as well
(2).

Screen capture showing how the minimal patient’s data (name first name, date and
gender) are displayed (1) as well as more details (2).
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Moreover, all these details can be used in all documents generated by Audiqueen.

Figure showing how the patient’s data are available in MS Word documents, where they
can be integrated in report templates, for instance (see 11.2 Create Report Templates).

3.4.1. PATIENT OPT -IN/OPT-OUT
By default, Audiqueen uploads depersonalized (anonymous) data to the cloud. Because of the
depersonalisation, this is no PHI (personal health information) and does not require the patient’s approval
according to GDPR. Nevertheless, Audiqueen offers the option to change the default settings by means of the
Administrator’s tool.

In the administrator settings, you can specify the default
opt-in mode for new patients in your centre.

In addition, a patient can overrule the default settings and individually opt-in or opt-out. This option can be
set in the patient’s administration tool. It is important to notice that opting in is required for FOX to work.
The FOX knowledge base and advise generator is located in the cloud and needs the patient’s data.

In the patient’s information, you can specify the opt-in per patient.
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3.5. TEMPORARY PATIENTS
There are several ways to create temporary patients. First, the typical configuration comprises context
integration passing the required arguments from the EMR to Audiqueen. In consequence, if the EMR creates a
temporary patient, Audiqueen adopts this. As soon as the temporary data are updated or fused with another
patient in the EMR, this also occurs in Audiqueen. Alternatively, it is possible to create patients directly in
Audiqueen.

3.6. MERGING PATIENTS
Merging 2 patients is possible by means of HL7 (ADT A40 message).

4. STRUCTURE OF A PATIENT’S FILE
Taking care of test results is Audiqueen’s core task. Data entry is performed most efficiently either manually
or directly from the measuring device through a dedicated connector. For viewing, comparing and analysing
the data afterwards, Audiqueen is the essential tool for the ENT physician. The availability of the numerical
data in a dynamic graphical representation outperforms any document-based approach and improves the
comfort of workflow and quality of patient care significantly.

4.1. GRAPHICAL INTERFACE
The graphical interface is unprecedented. It consists of 3 levels:
1.

The ribbon (menu)

2.

The graph

3.

The list (with all test results)

Topology of the graphical interface showing the 3 components: (1) ribbon, (2) graph and
(3) list.

Context menus, right mouse clicks and tooltips improve the user experience.
Right mouse click

Tooltip when hovering over a point
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4.2. THE RIBBON
The ribbon contains large icons (buttons) which are ready for touch screen use. Keyboard shortcuts are
available whenever useful, e.g. in the audiometry or the endoscopy modules.
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4.2.1. PATIENT
The patient button opens the patient management window (see 3.3 Edit a Patient)

4.2.2. KEYWORDS
The keywords button allows to attribute and manage keywords (see 10.1 Patient Keywords)

4.2.3. NOTES
The notes button allows to manage the notes (post-it notes) (see 10.3 Patient Notes).

4.2.4. GRAPH
This area contains the Print button to print reports (see 11 Reporting & Printing) and the Format button to
configure the lay-out of the graphs.

4.2.5. TEST
This part gives access to the different test types and their results (see 5 Test Types).

4.2.6. RESULT
The Result buttons allow to enter test results, either by connecting to the measuring device, or through
manual input (see 5 Test Types). The Basket contains and manages test requests (see 8 Management of
requests (Basket) )

4.3. TEST RESULTS OVERVIEW
When a patient is loaded in Audiqueen, an overview of the test result history for this patient appears.
Upon installation, Audiqueen comes with the following test types: audiometry, speech audiometry in quiet and
noise, impedance measurements, acoustic rhinometry, rhinomanometry, all A§E tests, skin prick test, OAE,
ABR, vestibular exam, and endoscopy. Custom made test types can be easily added (see 5.12 Customizing Test
Types).

Audiqueen comes with a number of built-in test types. Custom tests can be added freely.
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4.3.1. GROUP BY TEST TYPE
The test results are automatically grouped by test type. For each test type, the results are ordered
chronologically in the list.

Audiograms are grouped and ordered chronologically.

A green checkbox indicates that the test type contains results. This prevents needless scrolling through all test
types to retrieve results. Moreover, the check turns orange if there are results of today. The user can choose
to prioritize checked test types, placing them ahead of the test types without results. The exclamation mark
indicates that this test has been requested. The lock means that your Audiqueen license has expired and that
you only have limited access.

For each test result Audiqueen registers: the test date, test type, stimulus used, hearing devices used (see
devices), the tester, remarks added, the computer on which the test was executed, the date the test results
were modified, the user account which created or modified the test result. Audiqueen also calculates a
summary index which is predefined or custom made.
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4.3.2. GROUP BY PATIENT
Audiqueen allows to show all available test results for the patient loaded, together with the surgical or other
events which appear as reference lines in the chronology of the list.

Figure showing all test results of a given patient, chronologically ordered. Each test result
shows the test date, test type, stimulus used, hearing devices used, the summary index, the
tester and remarks.

4.3.3. GROUP PER DATE
It is possible to group the test results per date. For this, click on the test icon to de-select this and to get the
list of all tests. The click with the right mouse button on a column header and select ‘Group by this Column’).

Figure showing how test results are grouped per date. For instance, on 15/3/1960 this
patient underwent audiometry, speech audiometry in quiet and in noise and A§E
discrimination. The list also shows that the audiometry was done with a warble tone and
in an aided condition (Siemens hearing aid at the right side) and with a threshold of 37 dB
HL (PTA).
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4.3.4. DISPLAYING AND COMPARING TEST RESULTS
The user can select the test results he wants to display on the graph. Several results can be displayed together
for comparison or follow-up purposes.

Figure showing 3 audiograms, each in a different colour. Green: unaided audiogram with
air and bone conduction; Orange and Brown: aided audiograms of the left ear. The list
shows more details, for instance that the orange audiogram has been obtained by Peter on
7/1/1964 by means of a warble tone with the right ear unaided and the left ear wearing an
AB Cochlear Implant. The average threshold was 22 dB HL (PTA).

4.3.5. MERGING TEST RESULTS
It can occur that two parts of a result have been entered separately. This is often done by accident, for
instance when a test result is saved prematurely. In such a case, you can merge these two parts later. For this,
two or more results are selected (use ctrl-left click) and with the right mouse button the merge button is
retrieved. If the results are not compatible to be merged into one result, Audiqueen will not allow you to do
so.

The user selects two or more results and can merge them with the context menu
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4.4. CUSTOMISATION
The user can easily customize the outlook and behaviour of Audiqueen to his personal preferences, without
affecting Audiqueen’s behaviour for other users.

The user can configure the format of the graphs.

Audiqueen allows the user to adjust the program’s behaviour and look ’n feel to his own needs and/or desires.

4.4.1. RESULTS TO S HOW BY DEFAULT
The user can choose which test results should be shown on the graphs by default when loading a patient. This
can be: None, All, Important (with Star) or Important and Recent results up to a specific amount.

4.4.2. ADJUST LOOK AND FEEL
The user may adjust the appearance of the application by selecting the skin of his choice.

4.4.3. TEST RESULT GRAPH COLOURS
Audiqueen allows changing the test result colours. Multi-colour is most appropriate to compare test results
through time. Red/Blue can be used to emphasise the ear side that was measured. Greyscale may be used
when printing to a black and white printer.

4.4.4. TRANSDUCERS
The user can restrict the transducers available when manually entering test results. This can improve the
efficiency of entering results.

4.4.5. EVOLUTION CHART
It is possible to create a time plot of the consecutive results.

Check this box to show the evolution graph.
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The selected index is now shown as a function of the test date.

Evolution shart showing the index (1), in this case the score at 70 dBSPL, as a function of time (horizontal axis). Events are
plotted on the graph if they are selected in the list. Event bars contain the event type if they concern the ipsilateral ear (2) ;
they are empty if they concern the contralateral ear (3). The sliders (4) can be moved to zoom in into a specific time
window.

4.5. MARK IMPORTANT TEST RESULTS
The user can mark specific results as important by assigning a star to the test result. These results will be
shown by default when the patient is loaded in the future.

4.6. SORT, FILTER & GROUP TEST RESULTS
The user can sort, filter & group test results based on several properties of the results (date, test type,
stimulus, hearing aids, index, tester and notes.
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4.7. PREVIEW TEST RESULTS
Audiqueen makes sure that results are loaded and displayed in a timely fashion, even if many results are
stored for a particular patient. To improve loading times, image previews are generated for several file and
document types (Word, Excel, images, video's, html, rtf, etc.).

Typical screen showing different documents which were added to the patient’s file.
Featuring documents are pdf-files, but other formats are equally possible (like doc, docx,
xls, xlsx, ppt, pptx, etc.). Audiqueen shows the thumbnails and the list with all details.

4.8. TEST RESULT MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT
Audiqueen stores information (hardware, firmware, software) about the measurement instrument that was
used to obtain the results.

5. TEST TYPES
Audiqueen allows storing test results of several test types. Whenever possible, the results are stored in a
structured/numerical format such that they can be used later for analysis and comparison.

5.1. AUDIOMETRY
Audiqueen provides storage and visualisation of tone audiometry results. In addition, also MCL and UCL levels,
tinnitus tests, Rinne and Weber tuning fork tests can be stored. There are many configurable options, to
satisfy the needs of every individual ENT clinic.
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Typical Audiometry screen. Several results of different dates are superposed on the graph.
These results have been selected by means of the check boxes in the list. More details are
given in the small window which pops up when hovering the mouse over a threshold point.
In this case, it reveals that the threshold was 70 dB HL, right ear, obtained with a pulse
tone of 500 Hz through unmasked air conduction

The symbols used are in conformity with international standards:
ISO 8253-1:2010
•

ASHA (1990). Guidelines for audiometric symbols. ASHA, 32 (Suppl. 2) 25-30.

International symbols used in Audiqueen’s Audiometry module.
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5.1.1. NUMERICAL STORAGE
Audiograms and all associated data are stored numerically in the database.

5.1.2. LEFT, RIGHT & BILATERAL
Audiograms can be attributed to the left or right ear or stored as a bilateral measurement.

5.1.3. AIDED & UNAIDED
The user can indicate whether the audiograms were obtained in aided or unaided condition by specifying the
hearing aids that were used during the test.

Here the audiograms are obtained in an aided condition, with a hearing aid (Oticon Chili)
at the right side and an implant (AB Clarion) at the right side.

5.1.4. AIR, BONE & FREE FIELD CONDUCTIONS
Audiqueen stores the transducer used during the test (headphones, insert phones, bone conductor, free field
speakers, audio cable, Otocube).

5.1.5. STIMULUS TYPES, MASKING & NO RESPONSE
Audiqueen stores the type of stimulus used during the test (pure tone, pulsed tone, warble tone, or narrow
band noise), whether masking was applied and whether a response was received from the patient.

5.1.6. MCL, UCL & TINNITUS
The user can indicate the most comfortable levels, uncomfortable levels and tinnitus levels at different
frequencies on the audiogram.
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5.1.7. RINNE & WEBER
Audiqueen stores the result of Rinne and Weber tuning fork tests.

The symbols used to plot the results of Weber (arrow), Rinne (+/-),
Tinnitus (t), MCL (m) and UCL (u).

5.1.8. HIGH FREQUENCY & CUSTOM FREQUENCIES
Audiqueen also stores high frequency audiometry up to 20 kHz, and the user can store thresholds with an
accuracy up to 1/24 of an Octave.

The audiogram now shows the high frequencies, with the possibility to change the
frequency resolution of the plot.
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5.1.9. NORMATIVE DATA
Audiqueen displays the normal zone and normal median hearing level thresholds depending on the age and
sex of the patient. Standard used: BS 6951:1988, EN 27029:1991,ISO 7029-1984 (Specification for threshold of
hearing by air conduction as a function of age and sex for otologically normal persons).
Female, 29y

Female, 49y

Female, 69y

Examples of the normal zone (95% confidence interval) and the median thresholds (grey
line) in female subjects of 29, 49 and 69 years of age. Audiqueen automatically adapts the
graph to the age of the patient shown.

5.1.10. INDEX MANAGEMENT
Indexes are calculated automatically. The user can define his own index calculation method, based on the air
conduction levels, bone conduction levels or air-bone gap as a weighted average of levels at specific
frequencies or as the difference in level between 2 frequencies. There is the possibility to only withhold a
certain number of highest thresholds in the calculation.

Screen capture showing how the featured index can be selected in the column header.
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The user can create a virtually unlimited number of indices with the built-in index
calculator.

5.1.11. EXTRACT AUDIOGRAM FROM AUDIOMETER
Audiqueen can connect to the most commonly used audiometers, allow you to use the proprietary software
that comes with the audiometer and extract the measured audiogram automatically from the instrument.
Please refer to the list of supported instruments.

Figure showing how Audiqueen opens a third-party application (e.g. Interacoustics
Equinox Suite) to connect with the audiometer.

Use

to configure the connection with the audiometer.
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Figure showing how to connect Audiqueen with an audiometer. Use the Audiometry Format button
to select the audiometer and the Configure button to set the detailed configuration.

Depending on which instrument you selected, different parameters are available. Each instrument connector
comes with default values for these parameters, but it may happen that the instrument, or its Software Suite is
configured in a way that demands these parameters to be tweaked. Each parameter and its behaviour are
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described at the bottom of the screen. For details on how to configure Audiqueen for specific instruments,
please refer to the separate Instrument Connector Manuals which are available on the Otoconsult FTP server.
To change the configuration, under Measurement Device select the instrument or the Software Suite of the
instrument manufacturer to connect to.

Then press Configure. A configuration Screen appears for the selected instrument connection.

5.1.12. USE BUILT IN AUDIOMETRY FUNCTION
Audiqueen also comes with a built-in audiometry module. This offers one user interface to perform
audiometry through any of your audiometers or through Audiqueen’s audio solutions (Otocube, Coala Link,
SoundC). See 6.2 for details.
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5.1.13. ENTER AUDIOGRAM MANUALLY
The user can enter an audiogram manually by clicking on the graph or using the keyboard.

Typical screen to enter an audiogram manually. The user indicates whether the test ear
was aided or not. He selects the type of response (threshold, MCL, UCL, Rinne, Weber,
Tinnitus), the test side (left, right, binaural), the transduces (headphones, free field, insert
phones, audio-cable, Otocube…) and the stimulus given.

5.1.14. ADD AUDIOGRAM FROM IMAGE OR DOCUMENT FILE
The user can also upload audiograms from files, like a PDF or image from a scanned audiogram.

Screen capture showing how a scanned audiogram is entered into Audiqueen.
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5.2. SPEECH AUDIOMETRY (IN QUIET OR IN NOISE)
Audiqueen provides storage and visualisation of speech audiometry results, both in quiet and in noise. There
are many configurable options, to satisfy the needs of every individual ENT clinic.
All speech audiograms together with their details are stored numerically into the database.

Typical image of the speech audiometry. The speech audiogram shows word and phoneme
scores at different presentation levels (40, 55, 70, 85 dB SPL). The second horizontal axis
represents the dB HL scale, with 0% at the intercept with the normal curve. Hovering with
the mouse over a specific point reveals all raw details of that outcome.

5.2.1. NUMERICAL STORAGE
Speech audiograms and all associated data are stored numerically in the database.

5.2.2. LEFT, RIGHT & BILATERAL
Speech audiograms can be attributed to the left or right ear or stored as a bilateral measurement.

5.2.3. AIDED & UNAIDED
The user can indicate whether the speech audiograms were obtained in aided or unaided condition by
specifying the hearing aids that were used during the test.

Figure showing the aided results with a hearing aid (Phonak Maxx) at the left ear and an
implant (Nucleus) at the right ear.
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5.2.4. AIR, BONE & FREE FIELD CONDUCTIONS
Audiqueen stores the transducer used during the test (headphones, insert phones, bone conductor or free
field speakers).

5.2.5. MASKING, MCL & UCL
Audiqueen stores whether masking was applied and has the possibility to store the most comfortable and
uncomfortable speech levels.

5.2.6. SPEECH IN QUIET & SPEECH IN NOISE
Both speech audiograms in quiet and in noise can be stored.

Speech audiogram in noise showing 2 tests obtained on 15/11/1955 with an AB implant
(left ear). The vertical wobbling line depicts the fixed noise level of 65 dB SPL. Audiqueen
has calculated the SRT (4 and 6 dB respectively)

5.2.7. WORD & PHONEME SCORES
Audiqueen stores both word and phonemes scores (if available for the stimulus material being used during the
test).

Speech audiogram showing word scores (dotted line), phoneme scores (solid line) and the
confidence interval for each point.
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5.2.8. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
Audiqueen calculates and displays the confidence intervals on the speech audiogram with error bars for the
measured scores. This is based on the number of items presented during the test.

5.2.9. INTENSITIES IN D B SPL, DB HL & DB S/N
The speech audiogram axes can be configured to match the user’s audiometer calibration. Speech levels may
be plotted on a dB SPL axes or on a dB HL axis, or both. Speech in noise results can also be plotted on a S/N
axis.

Configuration window showing how the axes can be customized to the user’s preferences.
Two horizontal axes can be defined, the principal one at the bottom and the secondary
one, halfway. Each scale can be set by the user ((dB SPL, HL, …).

5.2.10. STIMULUS MATERIALS
Audiqueen stores the stimulus material used during the test.

When entering the results of a speech test in noise, the user can indicate whether the
speech level was fixed, or the noise level, or neither of both.
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5.2.11. NORMATIVE DATA
Audiqueen stores the normal curve for each speech stimulus material.

Figure showing how the normal reference curve is entered for a given speech list (left side).
Once this has been entered, it appears as normal line (grey line on right figure) on the
speech audiogram.

5.2.12. INDEX MANAGEMENT
Indexes are calculated automatically. The user can define his own index calculation method as the maximum
scores across levels, as the SRT for a specific percent correct, as a weighted average of scores at specific levels,
or as the difference in score between 2 levels.

Indices can be easily defined by means of the built-in calculation options, allowing virtually
unlimited variations.
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5.2.13. EXTRACT SPEECH AUDIOGRAM FROM AUDIOMETER
Audiqueen can connect to the most commonly used audiometers and extract the measured speech audiogram
automatically from the instrument. Please refer to the list of supported instruments.

Figure showing how Audiqueen opens a third-party application (Interacoustics Equinox
Suite) to connect with the Interacoustics audiometer.

5.2.14. ENTER SPEECH AUDIOGRAM MANUALLY
The user can enter a speech audiogram manually by clicking on the graph or using the keyboard.

Typical screen to enter speech audiometric results manually. The user indicates whether
the ear was unaided or aided. In the latter case, he can enter the type of hearing aid used.
He also selects the response type (threshold, MCL, UCL), the test side (right, left, binaural),
the transducer used (head phones, free field, insert phones, audio cable, Otocube, …) and
the scoring method (word or phoneme score).
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5.2.15. ADD SPEECH AUDIOGRAM FROM IMAGE OR DOCUMENT FILE
The user can also upload speech audiograms from files, like a PDF or image from a scanned speech audiogram.

Figure showing how a scanned speech audiogram is entered into Audiqueen.

5.3. IMPEDANCE
Audiqueen provides storage and visualisation of middle ear impedance measurements like tympanometry and
stapedius reflexes.

Typical screen showing the Y, G and B curves of the impedance measurement, and the
stapedius reflexes as measured at different intensities between 80 and 110 dB (in this case
ipsilateral reflexes).
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5.3.1. NUMERICAL STORAGE
Tympanograms, stapedius reflexes and all associated data are stored numerically in the database.

5.3.2. TYMPANOGRAM
Audiqueen stores the numerical data (pressure vs. immitance) of tympanograms for both ears and all possible
probe tone frequencies.

Audiqueen reveals more details when hovering with the mouse over a measurement point.

5.3.3. EAR CANAL VOLUME & STATIC ADMITTANCE
Audiqueen stores the ear canal volume and the static admittance of tympanograms.

5.3.4. STAPEDIUS REFLEXES
Audiqueen stores the numerical data of both ipsilateral and contralateral stapedius reflexes and the stimulus
(frequency and level) used.

Figure showing the ipsi- and contralateral stapedius reflexes.
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5.3.5. Y, B & G COMPONENTS
Audiqueen stores all three Immitance components (Y, B, and G).

Impedance measurement configuration screen, showing how the user defines which
components he wants to display.

5.3.6. JERGER TYPE CLASSIFICATION
Audiqueen allows classifying tympanograms per the Jerger Type.

Screen capture showing how the list displays detailed indices.

5.3.7. STAPEDIUS REFLEX THRESHOLD
Audiqueen allows marking a specific stapedius reflex as the threshold for a series of reflexes obtained using
the same stimulus frequency.

Audiqueen can mark true reflexes for each stimulation level. It is also possible to mark the
reflex threshold.
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5.3.8. STAPEDIUS REFLEX DECAY
Audiqueen allows storing reflex decay measurements.

Reflex Decay.

5.3.9. NORMATIVE DATA
Audiqueen displays the normal zone for tympanogram peak compliance and width.

The grey zones indicate the normal values for outer ear canal and immitance.

5.3.10. AXIS SCALES & COMPENSATION
Tympanograms can be compensated by Ear Canal Volume or baseline compensation. The immitance axis can
be configured for different ranges or set to automatically scale to show all plotted tympanograms.
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5.3.11. EXTRACT IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT FROM TYMPANOMETER
Audiqueen can connect to the most commonly used tympanometers and extract the measured tympanograms
and stapedius reflexes and reflex decay automatically from the instrument. Please refer to the list of
supported instruments.

Figure showing how the measuring device is selected.

5.3.12. ADD IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT FROM IMAGE OR DOCUMENT FILE
The user can also upload tympanograms and acoustic reflexes from files, like a PDF or image from a scanned
print out.

Screen capture showing how a scanned tympanogram is entered into Audiqueen.
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5.4. RHINOMANOMETRY & ACOUSTIC RHINOMETRY
Audiqueen provides storage for rhinomanometry and acoustic rhinometry.

Typical results of a rhinomanometry (left) and an acoustic rhinometry (right). Two
different results are superposed on the same graph, each with its own colour (orange, red).

5.4.1. NUMERICAL STORAGE
Rhino(mano)grams and all associated data are stored numerically in the database.

Details of 2 acoustic rhinometry measurements from 16/3/2009 and 7/7/2009 (as shown
in the list). Different curves are drawn (the user can choose to replace them with the
median curve). More details are revealed when hovering with the mouse over a measured
point.
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5.4.2. LEFT & RIGHT , ANTERIOR & POSTERIOR
Acoustic rhinograms can be stored for Left and Right Side. Rhinomanograms measured posteriorly can also be
stored.

5.4.3. NORMATIVE DATA
Several normative curves are available to be plotted on acoustic rhinograms.

Acoustic rhinometry configuration screen, showing the user can select what he prefers to
see on the graph. For instance, he can change right and left panes, select a different
reference curve, etc.

5.4.4. MEDIAN TRACES & MEDIAN RESPIRATIONS
The user can show only the median traces (in case of acoustic rhinometry) or respirations (in case of
rhinomanometry) instead of all measured traces/respirations separately.

The original curves (left) can be replaced by the median values (right).
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5.4.5. MEASURE SURFACE AT ARBITRARY DISTANCE
Audiqueen calculates the rhinometric surface at any distance indicated by the user.

The cross-sectional surface can be calculated at any depth.

5.4.6. SUMMARY PARAMETERS
All summary parameters calculated/generated by the measurement instrument are stored in Audiqueen.

All relevant parameters are imported from the compatible rhino(mano)metry device into
Audiqueen.
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5.4.7. EXTRACT MEASUREMENT FROM RHINO(MANO)METER
Audiqueen can connect to the most commonly used rhino(mano)meters and extract the measured data
automatically from the instrument. Please refer to the list of supported instruments.

5.4.8. ADD RHINO(MANO)GRAM FROM IMAGE OR DOCUMENT FILE
The user can also upload rhino(mano)grams from files, like a PDF or image from a scanned print out.

Screen capture showing how a scanned rhinomanometry result is entered into Audiqueen.

5.5. VESTIBULAR TESTING
All kinds of vestibular testing protocols can be stored in Audiqueen.

5.5.1. NYSTAGMOGRAPHY (ENG/VNG)
Nystagmography (ENG/VNG) results are stored as a report file containing the details of the measurement. The
report can be extended with structured/numerical information using synopsis parameters: Total Response,
Directional Preponderance, Reflexia, etc.
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The ENG/VNG results are summarized in the list showing the stimulus used and the indices.
Audiqueen displays a preview of the report. The original report can be readily opened with
the proper software (e.g. Acrobat Reader for pdf reports).

5.5.2. STABILOMETRY
Stabilometry results are stored as a report file containing the details of the measurement. The report can be
extended with structured/numerical information using synopsis parameters.

The stabilometry results are summarized in the list showing the stimulus used and the
indices. Audiqueen displays a preview of the report. The original report can be readily
opened with the proper software (e.g. Acrobat Reader for pdf reports).
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5.5.3. RETRIEVE MEASUREMENT FROM VESTIBULAR SOFTWARE
Audiqueen can connect to any PC-based vestibular testing instrument to automatically retrieve the
measurement data.

5.5.4. ADD VESTIBULAR TEST REPORT MANUALLY
The user can also enter a vestibular test result by attaching the report file manually.

5.6. OTOACOUSTIC EMISSIONS
Measurements of otoacoustic emissions can be stored in Audiqueen.

The OAE results are summarized in the list showing the stimulus used and the indices.
Audiqueen displays a preview of the report. The original report can be readily opened with
the proper software (e.g. Acrobat Reader for pdf reports).

5.6.1. TEOAE, DPOAE, ETC.
Otoacoustic Emissions are stored as a report file containing the details of the measurement. The report can be
extended with structured/numerical information by the use of synopsis parameters: Absent/Present, etc.

5.6.2. RETRIEVE MEASUREMENT FROM OAE SOFTWARE
Audiqueen can connect to any PC-based OAE testing instrument to automatically retrieve the measurement
data.

5.6.3. ADD OAE TEST REPORT MANUALLY
The user can also enter an OAE test result by attaching the report file manually.
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5.7. EVOKED POTENTIALS
ABR and other evoked potentials (e.g. ASSR) can be stored in Audiqueen.

The ABR results are summarized in the list showing the stimulus used and the indices.
Audiqueen displays a preview of the report. The original report can be readily opened with
the proper software (e.g. Acrobat Reader for pdf reports).

5.7.1. AUDITORY BRAINSTEM RESPONSES
ABR measurements are stored as a report file containing the details of the measurement. The report can be
extended with structured/numerical information using synopsis parameters: Threshold, Peak III Latency, Peak
V Latency, etc.

5.7.2. RETRIEVE MEASUREMENT FROM EVOKED POTENTIALS SOFTWARE
Audiqueen can connect to any PC-based Evoked Potentials testing instrument to automatically retrieve the
measurement data.

5.7.3. ADD EVOKED POTENTIALS REPORT MANUALLY
The user can also enter an Evoked Potentials test result by attaching the report file manually.

5.8. IMAGES, VIDEO & SOUND
Medical imaging is often provided by the HIS or a PACS server. In many cases, however, it may be more
desirable to store imaging in the context of the ENT specific data repository. Moreover, PACS systems often do
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not allow video playback at sufficient frame rates (e.g. for stroboscopic video recordings). Audiqueen
therefore provides high performance storage and visualization/playback of images, audio and video.

Typical screen showing the results of images or movies. Here the user has chosen to group
all these results under one test type ‘endoscopy’. Thumbnails depict the underlying image
or movie. The original can be viewed by clicking on the thumbnail button.

5.8.1. VIDEO ENDOSCOPY
Endoscopic Images and videos can be stored in Audiqueen.

5.8.2. STROBOSCOPY
Images and videos obtained from a stroboscope can be stored in Audiqueen.

5.8.3. X-RAY, MRI, CT, ETC.
Images from medical imaging devices such as X-Ray, MRI, CT, etc. Can be stored in Audiqueen.

5.8.4. VOICE RECORDING
Sound recordings from voice samples can be stored in Audiqueen.

5.8.5. CAPTURE VIDEO & IMAGES FROM ENDOSCOPE /STROBOSCOPE
Audiqueen contains a video capture module that allows recording video and saving images from the output of
a video endoscope/stroboscope. In the absence of an auxiliary video output, the signal is split by using a
professional adapter. This way the video image can be displayed and recorded in Audiqueen while it remains
visible also on the original monitor. The use of an optional foot pedal is complementary to the keyboard and
enables hands-free recording of specific video fragments and taking high resolution snapshots of the image.
This way the ENT physician's focus remains with the manipulation of the actual scope hardware. Video
recording typically requires high volume storage facilities. For this reason, many settings are available to
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optimize the image quality in function of disk space requirements: bitrate, framerate, video codec, resolution,
etc.

5.8.6. CAPTURE AUDIO FROM MICROPHONE
Audiqueen can capture and store the audio signal from a microphone input of the PC.

5.8.7. ADD IMAGES, VIDEO & AUDIO MANUALLY .
The user can also enter images, video & audio by attaching the source files manually.

5.9. DRAWINGS
Audiqueen addresses the need of the ENT physician to document his observations or surgical interventions
with drawings of anatomical structures.

5.9.1. STORE YOUR ANATOMICAL DRAWINGS
Audiqueen allows storing drawings of anatomical structures.

Figure showing the results under test type ‘Drawing’. The user can open preconfigures
drawings, add his own annotations and save the result. Here, for instance, the evolution of
a tympanic membrane perforation is shown.

5.9.2. ADD ANNOTATIONS TO ANATOMICAL DRAWINGS
Audiqueen allows storing annotations on drawings of anatomical structures.

5.10. DOCUMENTS
Many HIS systems feature document storage facilities. In several cases, however, it may be more desirable to
store documents within the scope of Audiqueen test results. Audiqueen therefore allows the storage of
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document files in a structured manner (e.g. auditory rehab reports, speech therapy reports, medical records
or test results received on paper from colleagues, etc.).

Example of how different documents have been collected under the test type ‘Document’.
In this case, all documents have a pdf format, but other formats (like doc, docx, xls, xlsx,
ppt, pptx, etc.) are also possible. Audiqueen shows all documents and some details in the
list, while the graphical part shows thumbnails allowing to open the original documents.

5.10.1. ADD PDF, WORD OR EXCEL DOCUMENTS TO A PATIENT
Audiqueen allows attaching arbitrary document files, such as PDF, Word or Excel to a patient.

The typical procedure would be to use the ‘Manual Input’ button for this and then to browse for the document
to be attached.

5.10.2. RETRIEVE PDF DOCUMENTS FROM A SCANNER
Audiqueen can connect to a scanner to automatically retrieve and store scanned documents.
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5.10.3. PASTE CONTENT FROM CLIPBOARD
Audiqueen supports pasting content from the clipboard using various formats (Word, Excel, RTF, HTML, TXT,
JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP, etc.). You just retrieve the document in Windows Explorer, copy it to the clipboard…

The document is retrieved and copied to the clipboard.

and paste it into Audiqueen with the Paste button in the Manual Input function.

5.11. A§E TESTS
The Auditory Speech Sound Evaluation (A§E) is a psycho-acoustic test suite with supraliminal auditory tests. It
is conceived to test children and adults with hearing problems and aided with a conventional hearing aid or
cochlear implant. It is speech- and language independent allowing analytical assessment of the supraliminal
auditory capacity. A§E is being used in more than 100 CI clinics worldwide and will become a standard toolbox
for advanced cochlear diagnostics in the future. See 6. A§E for full details.

5.12. CUSTOMIZING TEST TYPES
Next to the several built-in test types that Audiqueen supports, additional test types can be added to
Audiqueen.

5.12.1. CREATE A NEW TEST TYPE
The user can specify the name of the test, an icon, whether hearing aids may be assigned to results of the test,
and which synopsis parameters should be available or mandatory. Audiqueen comes with preconfigured
additional tests, for example Stabilometry and Skin Prick Test.
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Test Management module. This module allows to change the icon order in the Ribbon, and
to create new custom tests (left, e.g. ‘skin prick test’). The ‘synopsis’ fields can be defined
for each custom test (right)

Result of a new custom test. The user has created an Excel file to enter the skin prick test
results. The user opens this file with the ‘new measurement’ button in Audiqueen, enters
the size of the flare and Excel converts this into a symbol with + or – and also into a colour
code. After closing Excel, the report appears in Audiqueen.

5.12.2. DEFINE NUMERICAL SYNOPSIS FIELDS
Each test type comes with synopsis fields, summarizing the most relevant values of the test result. This
synopsis allows to quickly interpret the result and the values will become available for statistical analysis.
Synopsis fields can be created or modified for existing or newly created test types. Fields can be defined for
numerical or text values, specific ranges, precision, unit and set of possible values. (see also the FAQ section
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on Otoconsult’s website). After having done the test, the synopsis values are entered by clicking on the
Synopsis button:

Example of the synopsis. The user enters the specific values for this test, which are in this
case (ABR) the threshold, and the peak III and V latencies. These variables can be created
and modified by the user.

5.12.3. RETRIEVE MEASUREMENTS FROM ANY MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT SOFTWARE
Audiqueen can be configured to connect to any third-party measurement software to automatically retrieve
the measurement data.

Comprehensive configuration module, allowing the user to connect Audiqueen with any
third-party software.
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6. A§E
6.1. A§E CONCEPT
A§E (pronounced [eis] like the play card ace) is a set of psycho-acoustical tests to be used by the professional
audiologist. It is conceived to test hearing impaired children and adults who are typically aided with a
conventional hearing aid, cochlear implant or other device. Most tests are speech- and language independent
and supraliminal (above-threshold). It is recommended to use A§E with a conventional audiometer. No
additional equipment is required. A§E can also run with one of Audiqueen’s audio solutions, such as an
amplifier and loudspeakers, the Otocube, Coala Link, SoundC or even with nothing else than a set of good
quality multimedia loudspeakers.
If used with anything else than a certified audiometer, the output sound levels depend on the soundcard
used. Very soft sounds may not be presented, and very loud presentation levels may cause distortion. With
this configuration the audio solution does not qualify as an audiometer according to ISO standards.
A§E comprises 6 modules:
1.

The “classical” A§E tests based on speech sounds used in:
a) a two-choice (yes/no) phoneme detection test;
b) a phoneme discrimination test in an oddity paradigm;
c)

a closed set phoneme identification test using a picture-pointing response;

These tests aim to assess the coding of spectral information.
All sounds that are used are phonemes that are common in many languages. All phonemes have
equal durations and were rms-balanced in the beginning1, but corrections based on subjective
loudness balancing have been made by 30 normal hearing volunteers. For the discrimination and
identification tests intensity roving is applied in a range of ±3 dB, meaning that a random gain
ranging from -3 dB to +3 dB is applied to a given phoneme when it is presented. This should
eliminate the intensity cues that remain after all this equalizing and due to the persisting
differences in the temporal profile of different phonemes.
2.

The intonation tests consisting of:
a) The prosody tests: sentence intonation and word stress pattern;
b) Three same/different tests with synthetic sounds: harmonic complexes, harmonic
intonating sounds and disharmonic intonating sounds
These tests aim to assess the low frequency coding with special interest for the temporal fine
structure coding.

1

Only the plosives /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/ and /d/ are not loudness balanced and are shorter in duration. They have
been added as a test tool to be used by the audiologist a his/her own discretion
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They contain low frequency spectral cues, basically differences of the fundamental frequency
∆F0, either alone or in combination with differences of the corresponding harmonics 2F0, 3F0
and 4F0. The reference F0 = 200 Hz for all tests. The presentation level is 70 dB SPL with roving
of ±3 dB.
3.

The loudness scaling test
This test aims to assess the intensity coding.
It consists of a typical loudness scaling task at 250, 1000 and 4000 Hz, assessing the loudness
growth function of the (aided) cochlea. The test stimuli are narrow band noises centred at 250,
1000 and 4000 Hz presented at different levels. The results provide useful feed-back for the
programming of the hearing device (hearing aid or cochlear implant).

4.

Localization test
a)

The ILD localization test.
This test aims to assess the central integration of binaural stimulation with cochlear implants.
It is a binaural localization test for which only 2 loudspeakers are required. It is based on
interaural level differences (ILD’s) roving around presentation levels of 60 dB SPL. The
localization test assesses the localization capacity of the listener, giving an indirect view on the
central integration of the binaural signal.

b) The azimuth localization test.
This test aims to assess the azimuthal localization acuity.
It is a binaural localization test using SoundC with 5 or 7 speakers. Different stimuli can be used,
such as narrow band noise, speech shaped noise, etc.
5.

Audiometry
When connected to a certified audiometer, this module offers a user friendly graphical interface to
perform audiometry. When connected to one of Audiqueen’s audio solutions, it offers the same user
interface, while the range of presentation levels is reduced due to output limitations of the soundcard
used.

6.

Speech Audiometry
This module offers a wide range of speech audiometric options with words or sentences, in quiet or in
different kinds of noise, with manual or adaptive scoring, etc. When connected to a certified
audiometer, this module qualifies as ISO compatible speech audiometer. When connected to one of
Audiqueen’s audio solutions, it offers the same user interface, while the range of presentation levels
is reduced due to output limitations of the soundcard used.
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The A§E Coala Link allows all A§E sounds to be presented through the
calibrated AUX entry of the Cochlear™ Nucleus® speech processor2. The Coala
Link should be obtained from Cochlear™. See A§E Coala Link.

A§E self-tests allow test persons to perform the tests on their own by means of
a simplified user interface. See A§E Self-test mode.

When connected to a certified audiometer, all A§E qualify as ISO compatible
audiometric devices. When connected to one of Audiqueen’s audio solutions,
they offer the same user interface, while the range of presentation levels is
reduced due to output limitations of the soundcard used.
All test results are presented in comprehensive tabular or graphical charts. They can be printed, saved and
exported. Remarks can be added to each test item.

6.2. HELP
6.2.1. INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS

Each test comes with instructional videos. They can be
found under the help icon ? at the top of each test
window. When connected to the internet, the video
opens in your internet browser. Otherwise it opens in
your system’s video player, which is Windows® Media
Player by default.

This test-specific help function typically contains videos
explaining the test rationale, the typical test procedure
and some advanced test features. It is highly
recommended to take the time to watch these videos
before performing the test.

2

Cochlear™ is a trademark and Nucleus® a registered product name, both owned by Cochlear Ltd.
Throughout the manual, the terms Cochlear and Nucleus will be used to refer to these terms.
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6.2.2. SHORT INSTRUCTIONS

In addition, short instructions can be found under the ?
icon.

6.2.3. DYNAMIC INSTRUCTIONS

Finally, dynamic instructions appear on the screen
during the test execution.

6.3. CONFIGURATION AND CALIBRATION
For audiometry and speech audiometry, use
option is automatically selected.

to select Otoconsult’s Integrated Tests. For all other tests, this
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Select Otoconsult’s integrated Tests for the built in
audiometric and speech audiometric module.

For each test, the audio device must be selected and calibrated.

After New Measurement

, select the audio device (1) and proceed to calibration (2).
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Calibrations comprises 2 steps: (1) select the transducers and channels and (2) play a calibration signal and
adjust the appropriate levels.

Click on the number in the header to select the first or second calibration step.

6.3.1. COMPATIBLE AUDIOMETER

The first step is to select the soundcard and the
transducers that you wish to have available for testing.

The second step is to set the master volume of the
different channels. The verification button is to double
check the quality of the total audio chain.

The recommended approach with an audiometer is to play the calibration signal and adjust the input
sensitivity of the audiometer until the VU meter shows 0 dB offset. For supported audiometers, Audiqueen
displays the VU meters on screen.

In the unlikely case that you prefer not to modify the input sensitivity (this may be the case if other external
devices need to connect to the same aux-input), check this box and adjust the slider until the VU meter shows
0 dB offset or click the AutoAdjust button and let A§E set it for you.
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Please bear in mind that this will attenuate the A§E sounds and reduce the intensity dynamic range.
Reducing it too far, will cause the usability to drop from optimal to suboptimal, just acceptable and ultimately
inacceptable. This is indicated by the message (circle) at the bottom.

6.3.2. AMPLIFIER AND SPEAKERS

Select your soundcard and how you wish to use both
channels. Define which channel will be used if you select
Left, Right or Both as test side during the test execution.
Attribute a labe to each channel.

Play the calibration signal while you measure the intensity
with a SPL meter at the site of the patient’s head. Adjust
the loudspeaker volume or the slider on this screen to read
70 dB SPL on the SPL meter. Run the verification tool to
double check the calibration of the entire audio chain.

6.3.3. COALA LINK
The A§E Coala Link allows all A§E sounds to be presented directly from the PC
to a Cochlear™ Nucleus® speech processor3 in a calibrated manner. For the
Nucleus 6 processor the stimulus presentation is done through an AUX entry on
the processor. For the Nucleus 7 processor this is done through a Bluetooth

3

Cochlear™ is a trademark and Nucleus® a registered product name, both owned by Cochlear Ltd. Throughout the manual, the terms
Cochlear and Nucleus will be used to refer to these terms.
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connection with a Cochlear™ Mini Microphone which in turn is connected to
the PC. The Coala Link licence should be obtained from Cochlear™.
If you use the Coala Link, the audio chain will be calibrated automatically each time you perform a test. Your
contribution to the calibration is restricted to selecting the soundcard that will deliver sound to the CI
processor. When using the Nucleus 7 processor with wireless streaming, an additional parameter, called Audio
Streaming Slot, must be set. See further down for more detail on this. To access this calibration menu, see 6.3
Configuration and calibration

The Coala Link calibration requires selecting the soundcard
and the Mini Mic slot in which the processor has been
paired in case of a Nucleus 7 processor.

6.3.3.1. P REREQUISITES
C USTOM S OUND
Make sure you have the latest version of Cochlear’s Custom Sound installed (v4.3.00.0450 or later). Connect a
Cochlear programming POD to your PC (the corresponding FTDI drivers should install automatically).

PC WITH SOUNDCARD
Make sure your PC (see document ‘Audiqueen 3 System Requirements’) has an internal or external soundcard.

It is recommended to run A§E on desktop computers rather than on tablets or mobile devices, because
the calibration on the latter devices may be problematic.

If the soundcard comes with a software application to enhance or customize the sound, make sure these
features are turned off.

Make sure that while playing A§E, no other sounds (music, movie, warnings, email messages, etc.) are
being played by other applications. It is recommended to turn off all other applications while executing A§E
tests.

6.3.3.2. H OW TO ACTIVATE AND SELECT THE C OALA L INK ?
The Coala Link is activated by means of a license key. This key can be obtained from your Cochlear
representative or your Audiqueen distributor. See 16.3 ‘Licenses’ for activation instructions.
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Now you should select the Coala Link as audiometer. See
6.3 Configuration and calibration to find out how to do
this.

6.3.3.3. C ONNECT C OALA L INK WITH PC
N UCLEUS 6 PROCESSOR
Use a Nucleus Programming Shoe to connect a processor to the Nucleus programming POD (See Cochlear’s
User Guide for detailed instructions). Use a Nucleus Mains Isolation Cable to connect the processor to your PC
Audio output.

Configuration of the connections. The Nucleus Programming POD is
connected with its USB cable to the computer. The programming shoe is
clicked on the speech processor. The Nucleus Mains Isolation Cable
connects the processor’s AUX entry to the audio OUT of the PC.
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N UCLEUS 7 PROCESSOR
Coala Link with a Nucleus 7 processor works with both a wired POD and a wireless POD:
WIRED POD
Use a Nucleus Programming Shoe to connect a processor to the Nucleus programming POD (See Cochlear’s
User Guide for detailed instructions).
WIRELESS POD
Make sure your PC has a Bluetooth connection. Attach Cochlear’s wireless POD together with a charged
battery to the processor (See Cochlear’s User Guide for detailed instructions).
Now take a Mini Mic to stream the sound from your PC to the processor. Pair the Mini Mic with the processor
in one of the available channels. For more information about pairing a processor to a Mini Mic, visit the
Cochlear support web site. When opening the Coala Link calibration menu, select the number of this channel
in the field Audio Streaming Slot. Connect the Mini Mic to your PC audio output with an AUX cable (jack
cable). Make sure the Mini Mic is set to AUX mode.
Do not unplug or disconnect the POD, the (Mini Mic) AUX cable or the processor during the execution of
a test. Doing so may cause loss of data and it may force A§E Coala to recalibrate the system.

6.3.3.4. R UN A§E WITH C OALA L INK
As soon as A§E Coala Link has been properly set up and selected as audiometer (see previous steps), the
calibration process will start.

While calibrating, a pure tone sound is delivered to the processor, which the patient might hear.

N UCLEUS 6 P ROCESSOR
If the sound arrives as too soft in the processor, you will be asked to increase the volume on the sound card. If
the soundcard fails, you may try an external USB sound card.

NUCLEUS

7 PROCESSOR

If the sound arrives as too soft in the processor, you will be asked to adjust the volume of the Mini Mic.

After successful calibration, select a program. The default program is P4. You can now perform all A§E tests
by directly playing the sounds from your PC on the Nucleus speech processor.
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Make sure to reboot (switch off and on again) the Sound Processor before starting A§E Coala. You
should do this every time you modify the MAPs in the Sound Processor.

Do not unplug or disconnect the POD, the (Mini Mic) AUX cable or the processor during the execution of
a test. Doing so may cause loss of data and it may force A§E Coala to recalibrate the system.

Make sure that while playing A§E, no other sounds (music, movie, warnings, email messages, etc.) are
being played by other applications. It is recommended to turn off all other applications while executing A§E
tests.

6.3.3.5. T ALK FORWARD WITH C OALA L INK
While calibrated and a map is selected, you can use the talk forward feature to talk to your patient while
running a test.

The tooltip tells you the different ways
of using the talk forward.

6.3.4. OTOCUBE
If you use the Otocube, the calibration will be verified automatically each time you switch it on. Your
contribution to the calibration is restricted to selecting the soundcard that will deliver sound to the Otocube.

The Otocube calibration only requires selecting the
soundcard.
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6.3.5. SOUNDC
SoundC is the hardware setup with an external 8-channel soundcard and up to 8 loudspeakers. This can be
used for azimuth localization and for speech in noise tests with speech and noise coming from one or more
different speakers.

Select the SoundC soundcard and how you wish to use the
8 channels. Define which channel will be used if you select
Left, Right or Both as test side during test execution.
Attribute a label to each channel.

Play the calibration signal while you measure the intensity
with a SPL meter at the site of the patient’s head. Adjust
the loudspeakers’ volume or the slider on this screen to
read 70 dB SPL on the SPL meter. Run the verification tool
to double check the calibration of the entire audio chain.
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6.4. TONE AUDIOMETRY
Select Otoconsult’s integrated tests in the format
tools to deliver the sound.

tool. Select the audiometer or one of Audiqueen’s audio

6.4.1. EXECUTE AUDIOMETRY
The Audiometry window displays all typical functions needed for audiometric testing.

Audiometry interface of A§E.

Move your mouse over one of the buttons to receive
some more information (arrow).

Toggle this button to select the ear of your choice.

Select the type of stimulus, the transducer and the
stimulation level.
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Use the arrows to select the frequency of the stimulus.

Use these buttons to set the masking features. If you
want to lock the masker level to the stimulus level,
check the appropriate box (arrow).

If you perform MCL (most comfortable level) or UCL
(uncomfortable level) measurements, select the
corresponding button here.

For your convenience, a few pre-set configurations are
available. Picking one of them will automatically
choose the corresponding settings.

Click on Stimulate to present the stimulus.
Click on Store to save the measured point as threshold.

Alternatively, you can use the key shortcuts to operate
the audiometry:
•
•
•
•
•
•

cursor to set the stimulus frequency and
intensity
spacebar to present the stimulus
enter to save the threshold
shift-enter to set a point as 'no threshold'
delete to delete a point
shift-del to delete the entire curve

Make sure to switch on the shortcut-key feature
in the settings first:
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Click Save & Quit to save the audiogram and return to
the A§E overview window.

You can delete a point, change the symbol to the 'no
response' symbol, or delete the entire curve by using
your right mouse button when pointing to a threshold
point.
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6.4.2. SETTINGS
Several settings can be modified in the configuration window

.

Configure the audiometry settings.

6.4.3. SELF-TEST
To run Audiometry as self-test, this needs to be selected in the request basket (see 8.2 Remove test requests
from basket
Use the right mouse button to remove a test from the basket

Self-test). Even if you accept the default settings, you have to go to settings, if only to pick the stimulus type.

Audiometry sef test settings.
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During the test execution, Audiqueen/A§E randomizes the frequencies and presents the stimuli at intensities
according to an adaptive algorithm.

The audiometry self test gives a visual cue when the stimulus is presented.
The listener has to indicate whether he/she heard a sound or not. False negatives (silences)
are presented every now and then to control for the listener’s reliability.
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6.5. SPEECH AUDIOMETRY (IN NOISE)
Select Otoconsult’s integrated tests in the format
tools to deliver the sound.

tool. Select the audiometer or one of Audiqueen’s audio

6.5.1. EXECUTE SPEECH AUDIOMETRY (IN NOISE )
The Speech Audiometry windows display all typical functions needed for speech audiometric testing.

Speech Audiometry Interface.

Set the test parameters (1), such as the speech list, the side to be tested, the conduction (free field,
headphones, etc.), the presentation level of the signal and the noise (if relevant), etc. Click on Start (2) to start
playing the first list. This list order is shown in (3a) and the item order of the active list is shown in (3b). The
list order can be changed by (un)checking the Shuffle checkbox. The Permutate checkbox will create
completely new lists with randomly chosen items across all existing lists. Scoring is done per segment or item
according to the settings of the test.
Typical procedure video
Advanced features video

6.5.2. SETTINGS
A number of settings can be modified in the configuration window

.
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Here you can choose how to score the
segments, whether to highlight one or
more intensities, whether to convert
the SPL axis to HL and whether to play
video segments.
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Here you can set the intensity
resolution and the initial levels for the
signal and the noise.

Scoring can be done by counting the
correct segments (like 2 out of 3)…

Here you can mangage the adaptive
methods. See below for details.

… or by indicating per segment
whether it was good or wrong

A§E can draw bars on the speech audiogram to indicate presentation levels you prefer. The position of
these bars can be set here.
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6.5.3. ADAPTIVE METHOD
Scoring can be done manually or by means of an adaptive algorithm. If speech audiometry is performed by
means of an adaptive algorithm, the items (words or sentences) are presented at varying intensity levels. Each
presentation level depends on the presentation level and the score of the previous item. Typically, the first
presentation level is high, and the next levels will go up and down to converge to the SRT. Typically, the step
size between two successive presentation levels becomes smaller during the test execution.

This window shows the parameters of the adaptive
algorithm used.

New algorithms can be created, or existing algorithms
can be changed.

The adaptive algorithms feature the following parameters:
Initial Signal:
Initial S/N Ratio:
Target:
Initial step size:
Minimum step size:
Calculation of step size:

the signal level of the first item presented.
the S/N Ratio of the first item presented. This is only used for speech in
noise testing.
the score of which you seek the presentation level by which it is achieved;
typically, this is set at 50%
the step size between the initial and the second presentation level
the lowest step size which will be used during the test execution
the step size is calculated per step according to a formula (standard or T.
Brand) which is further explained in the info-window
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the stop criterion; the algorithm will stop after a fixed number of reversals
or after a fixed number of test items being presented (‘trials’). A reversal is
an event where the presentation level change of the next step is in the
opposite direction as compared to the previous step.
the method to calculate the score; this can be the average of a fixed
number of reversals, or the average of a fixed number of trials.

6.5.4. INSTALL A PRE -BUILT SPEECH AUDIOMETRIC TEST
A speech test must be created once for further use. This can be done either manually or it can be uploaded
from a pre-built speech test.
See 6.5.5 Create your own speech audiometry to create it manually.
If you have obtained a pre-built speech test, follow the instructions below to install it.

Double-click on the file containing the speech test.

The content of the file is displayed.
 Click on Install Package

The speech test is installed.
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6.5.5. CREATE YOUR OWN SPEECH AUDIOMETRY
If you have a speech test with word lists, either as wave files or as audio tracks, these lists can be uploaded
into A§E. Click on this button to create your own speech audiometry.

 Have a look at the instructional video to learn how to build your own speech audiometry.

6.6. PHONEME DETECTION, DISCRIMINATION & IDENTIFICATION
The A§E classical tests are based on phonemes. They are modified in such a way that the only difference lies in
the spectral content. They are used in a detection, discrimination and identification task.

6.6.1. PHONEME DETECTION
Rationale video
Typical procedure video
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A§E phoneme detection test results. Each column represents a different test session with
its own date and configuration of the hearing aids.

6.6.2. PHONEME DISCRIMINATION
Rationale video
Typical procedure video
Advanced features video

A§E phoneme discrimination test results. Each column represents a different test session
with its own date and configuration of the hearing aids.
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6.6.3. PHONEME IDENTIFICATION
Rationale video
Typical procedure video
Advanced features video

A§E phoneme identification test results. Each column (left) represents a different test
session with its own date and configuration of the hearing aids. Each session also comes
with its confusion matrix (right)

6.6.4. CREATE YOUR OWN …
A powerful feature of A§E consists of the possibility to use the test engines of the phoneme detection,
discrimination and identification to build your own psychoacoustic test. Click on this button to create your
own speech audiometry.

 Have a look at the instructional videos to learn how to build your own speech audiometry:
•

Detection engine

•

Discrimination engine

•

Identification engine
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6.7. LOUDNESS SCALING
The A§E loudness scaling test is based on narrow band noise centred at 250, 1000 or 4000 Hz with variable
intensity. These noises are used in an identification task to scale the subjective loudness.
Rationale video
Typical procedure video
Advanced features video

A§E loudness scaling results. The grey zone is the normal zone (95% confidence interval in
hearing subjects).

6.8. SOUND LOCALIZATION
A§E contains 2 localization tests: (1) ILD localization and (2) azimuth localization. The azimuth localization is a
typical localization test with 5 or 7 loudspeakers. This test requires the SoundC hardware (contact Otoconsult
for more information). The ILD localization test only requires 2 loudspeakers. It assesses the localization
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acuity based on high frequency interaural level differences and is mainly useful to evaluate cochlear implant
recipients.

6.8.1. ILD LOCALIZATION
The A§E ILD localization test is based on narrow band noise centred at 4000 Hz which is presented through two
loudspeakers with different intensities to create an interaural loudness difference. This is used to assess the
localization capacity as indication of the central integration of binaural input.

Rationale video
Typical procedure video

A§E ILD localisation results. The normal zone is highlighted in grey.
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6.8.2. AZIMUTH LOCALIZATION
The azimuth localization is based on stimuli presented through multiple loudspeakers of SoundC (currently 5 or
7 speakers).

A§E azimuth localisation results. Sound was presented from 7 loudspeakers and the
listener had to point to the speaker he/she perceived to be source.

Select SoundC and binaural test condition.

In the training mode, click on one of the speakers to
send the stimulus to that speaker.
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In the test mode, Audiqueen plays a stimulus and the
listener should point to the speaker he/she feels the
sound is coming from. Click on this speaker icon to
enter the response.

6.9. JUST NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE
6.9.1. A§E PROSODY
The A§E prosodic tests are based on pseudo-words and pseudo-sentences. They aim to assess the coding of
the temporal fine structure of complex sounds. They are constructed in such a way that the fundamental
frequency F0 is 200 Hz. They are used in a discrimination (pseudo-sentences) and identification (pseudowords) task.
Intonation is imposed as a spectral glide of the fundamental frequency from
F0=200 Hz to F0 = (200+∆)Hz.
An adaptive algorithm is used to seek the just noticeable difference, i.e. the smallest ∆ that is perceived by the
listener.
Low-pass filtering is possible to rule out all spectral information above 300 Hz.

6.9.1.1. S ENTENCE INTONATION
Rationale video
Typical procedure video
Advanced features video

6.9.1.2. W ORD STRESS PATTERN
Rationale video
Typical procedure video
Advanced features video
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6.9.2. A§E SYNTHETICS
The A§E synthetic tests are based on synthesized complex sounds (harmonic complexes, harmonic intonating
sounds and disharmonic intonating sounds). They aim to assess the coding of the temporal fine structure of
complex sounds. They consist of a fundamental frequency, three harmonics and a low level background noise.
The reference fundamental frequency F0 is 200 Hz. The sounds are used in a discrimination task.
Spectral differences are imposed at the level of the fundamental frequency. This is either stationary in the
sense that a second sound is presented with a fundamental frequency F0 = (200+∆)Hz , or intonational in the
sense that the second sound shows a spectral glide of the fundamental frequency from
F0=200 Hz to F0 = (200+∆)Hz.
An adaptive algorithm is used to seek the just noticeable difference, i.e. the smallest ∆ that is perceived by the
listener.
Since the three tests are very similar, the instructions are given by the same video.

Rationale video

Typical procedure video

Advanced features video
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A§E intonation test results. Each column (left) represents a different test session with its
own date and configuration of the hearing aids. Each test also comes with the course of
the adaptive algorithm (right).
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7. FOX
FOX is a software application for supporting an audiologist when
programming ("fitting") a Nucleus cochlear implant (CI). FOX reads
the current CI settings (MAP-values) from the Custom Sound database
and also reads a number of test results from "Audiqueen ®". For that
purpose, FOX integrates seamlessly with both Custom Sound and
Audiqueen. The Coala Link is activated by means of a license key.
This key can be obtained from your Cochlear representative
When audiological tests are executed through the Coala Link,
Audiqueen displays a small FOX icon in the list of test results. This
indicates that Audiqueen contains all relevant information to feed
FOX and request its advice.

Click on this icon to send all information to FOX and request its
advice. For more details: see FOX manual.

A Print Template is available to create a FOX report with the MAP
changes and the outcome predictions with the new MAP.

8. MANAGEMENT OF REQUESTS (BASKET)
The user can choose to use the Basket function. This allows the doctor to order technical examinations that
need to be executed by his audiologists or technical assistants. He just drags the icon of the test type to the
Basket icon. If necessary, he can add a comment or specification.
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Requests: the doctor drags the test type of his choice to the Basket icon to see it appear in
the list of desired exams to be executed.

List of requested exams: here the doctor has ordered an audiometry with bone conduction and a speech audiometry.

The requested exams are marked in the ribbon to indicate to the nurse/audiologist/technician which exams
need to be done.
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The two requested test types are marked and shifted to the first positions in the ribbon.

Once the tests have been executed, this is indicated with a green check box. Audiqueen can be configured to
pass the tariff code to the Hospital Information System.

8.1. EXECUTING THE PENDING REQUESTS
Click on the arrow under the basket to see the list of pending requests.

The content of the basket can be viewed by clicking on the arrow (1). The requests can be ordered by creation time (2).
The patient’s file is opened by double clicking on the patient’s name (3).

For any given patient, Audiqueen indicates how many and which test requests are still pending.

The basket contains 2 pending test requests for this patient.
The requested tests are indicated by means of the red exclamation mark.

The requested tests are executed by selecting the test type and clicking on the New Measurement button in
the ribbon. Alternatively, the basket can be opened by clicking on the basket icon. Each test can then be
executed by clicking on the New Measurement icon in the basket.
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8.2. REMOVE TEST REQUESTS FROM BASKET
Use the right mouse button to remove a test from the basket

8.3. SELF-TEST
Most A§E tests can be done as self-test. This allows the listener to perform the test on his/her own. A§E then
mimics the behaviour of the audiologist. The listener will hear the stimuli to get acquainted to the type of
sound, then a few different stimuli are presented to demonstrate the cue to which the listener should pay
attention. Then the test task is introduced and if the listener show that he/she understands the task, the real
test starts. A§E contains several internal controls to verify the reliability and consistency of the responses. If
issues arise during the test, the test is interrupted for a brief rehearsal session. A§E calculates the score by
means of mathematical algorithms.

8.3.1. SWITCH TO SELF-TEST
The operator must check the self-test option in the basket.

To switch to self-test, check the self-test box in the basket (1), set the ear to be tested and the configuration of the ears
during the test (2), set the listener’s language and the audio device (3), check the Split Screen box to dispaly the patient’s
interface on a second screen (4) and start the test (5). If there is no second screen, enter a password which you will need to
unlock the patient’s screen as soon as you want to take over control again.
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Some tests require additional configurations before they can be started as self-test. A§E gives a message
should you forget to configure the test.

The test settings are changed with the button

.

After having changed the settings, click on Save Settings & Quit to return to the basket and start the test.

A§E displays the self-test user interface to guide the listener through the test.

8.3.2. CHANGE THE DEFAULT SETTINGS
Most tests come with default settings. The Factory Settings icon

indicates that these settings are selected.

If you change the settings, this icon changes to the My Settings icon
. You can toggle between the Factory
Settings and My Settings by clicking this button. Use the right mouse button to save your new settings as
Factory Settings.
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8.3.3. AUDIOMETRY SELF-TEST
Before running the test, the audiologist must select the stimulus to be used. The frequencies to be tested are
set by default, but this can be changed if need be.

8.3.4. PHONEME DISCRIMINATION SELF-TEST
Select a phoneme pair and click on the basket to add it to basket.

Use the right mouse button to empty the basket.

8.3.5. PHONEME IDENTIFICATION SELF -TEST
Select the test of your choice and click on Save Settings & Quit to return to the basket.
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8.3.6. LOUDNESS SCALING SELF-TEST
Select the test of your choice and click on Save Settings & Quit to return to the basket.

8.3.7. SOUND LOCALIZATION SELF - TEST
Both the ILD and the Azimuth Localization self-tests are executed with the default settings. The configuration
cannot be modified.

8.3.8. JND SELF-TESTS
Select the test of your choice and click on Save Settings & Quit to return to the basket.
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9. HEARING AIDS
Audiqueen keeps track of which test results were obtained in aided or unaided conditions, and the details of
the specific hearing aids used during the test. This information is essential for follow-up and evaluation of
auditory prostheses in clinical settings.

9.1. TYPES OF HEARING AIDS
Audiqueen supports all types of hearing aids and implants. A list of manufacturers and models of hearing
aids/implants is available in Audiqueen. For implantable devices, the external speech processor and the
internal implant device can be specified separately.

9.1.1. HEARING AID
The user can add a classical hearing aid to the patient’s left or right ear.

9.1.2. BONE ANCHORED HEARING AID
The user can add a BAHA device to the patient’s left or right ear.

9.1.3. COCHLEAR IMPLANT
The user can add a CI device to the patient’s left or right ear.

9.1.4. ELECTRO ACOUSTIC COCHLEAR IMPLANT
The user can add an EAS CI device to the patient’s left or right ear.

9.1.5. MIDDLE EAR IMPLANT
The user can add a MEI device to the patient’s left or right ear.

9.1.6. AUDITORY BRAINSTEM IMPLANT
The user can add an ABI device to the patient’s left or right ear.
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The user selects the patient’s auditory device.

9.2. MANAGE HEARING AIDS
Audiqueen allows managing a patient’s hearing aids/implants.

The user selects the brand and model of the hearing aid. He can also add the serial
number and additional comments.
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For implanted devices with an internal and an external part, the specifications of both can be entered and the
combination is saved for the patient. For each audiological test, the user can indicate whether the test has
been executed with or without the device.

Audiqueen remembers all hearing aids a patient has ever been wearing. The active aids
are marked as such. The ‘combinations’ refer to devices consisting of an internal and an
external part, which is typical for hearing implants.

9.2.1. ACTIVE HEARING AIDS
The user can indicate which hearing aids/implants the patient is actively wearing.

9.2.2. HISTORY OF HEARING AIDS
Audiqueen maintains a history of all hearing aids/implants that were given to the patient in the past.

9.2.3. REPLACE A HEARING AID OR (PART OF) AN IMPLANT
The user can replace a patient’s hearing aid/implant with a new device. In case of implants the external and
internal parts may be replaced separately.

9.3. ASSOCIATE TEST RESULTS TO HEARING AIDS
When a patient has been given hearing aids/implants, Audiqueen stores which aids are used during a test.

When entering a test result, the user indicates whether the ears were aided or not. In case
of aided results, the user can pick the active devices, but older (inactive) devices remain
available in the list.
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10. KEYWORDS, EVENTS & NOTES
Audiqueen allows entering patient-related data under the form of structured keywords, specific types of
events and formatted text notes. The ability to extend patient demographics and test results with these types
of data allows for an analytical approach and supports the collection of data for scientific studies.

10.1. PATIENT KEYWORDS
Keywords can be used to attribute specific features to a patient or a patient’s ears. Keywords are organized
hierarchically in a tree. Audiqueen contains a preconfigured tree of commonly used. These keywords can also
be used afterwards to select patients or ears for data analysis and statistics.

Keyword can be selected from a glossary (left). The current keywords show that this is a
congenital hearing loss due to a connexin-26 mutation with a progressive expression.

10.1.1. TYPE OF HEARING LOSS
The user can specify the type of hearing loss (e.g., congenital, prelingually acquired, postlingually acquired) for
each ear.

10.1.2. CAUSE OF HEARING LOSS
The user can specify the cause of hearing loss (e.g., Connexin 26, Usher, Trauma, etc.) for each ear.

10.1.3. COURSE OF HEARING L OSS
The user can specify the course of hearing loss (e.g., sudden, progressive (fast), progressive (slow)) for each
ear.

10.1.4. SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY RATING
The user can specify a patient’s speech intelligibility rating (SIR).

10.1.5. KEYWORD MANAGEMENT
The tree of keywords can be entirely modified to fit the user’s requirements and way of working.

10.2. PATIENT EVENTS
Events can be used to specify important dates in the patient’s history. Audiqueen contains a preconfigured
tree of commonly used event types. Events will appear in the chronological list of a patient’s test results. This
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allows, for instance the comparison of pre- and post-operative test results. These events can also be used
afterwards as anchor points for data analysis and statistics.

Surgical events appear as check points (red lines) in the chronology of the test results.

Some events come with even details. If entered, they can be used for data analysis and statistics.

Example of event details, in this case details of cochlear implant surgery

10.2.1. SURGERY & NON-SURGERY
Event types can be defined as surgical or non-surgical. Surgical interventions will appear highlighted.

10.2.2. EVENT MANAGEMENT
The user can define his own types of events.

Module to manage surgical and non-surgical events.
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10.2.2.1. E VENT D ETAILS
Details can be added to event types. This makes it possible to save surgical details of a surgery.

Details can be specified per side. The side of the event
is highlighted by a slightly lighter background.

Event details can be viewed in the result grid in the same way as result details.

10.3. PATIENT NOTES
Notes can be added to a patient. The notes icon is highlighted if notes are available.

10.3.1. ADDING A NOTE
The user can add as many notes to a patient as needed. The note has a title and its content can be formatted.
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10.3.2. REMOVING NOTES
When a note is no longer relevant, it can be removed by the user.

11. REPORTING & PRINTING
Test results can be output to reports. Both the graphical and numerical representation of test results can be
included in the report. Multiple test results can be output to a single report. Report templates may be created
in MS Word, which gives the benefit to the end user of working in a familiar environment.

Screen capture showing the print function with the preview pane (left) and the selection
pane (right) where the user can select the printer, the report template and the number of
copies. He can modify the look of document, like the colours, the index, highlighting the
index components, the legend, etc. He can also choose which columns he wants to display
in the legend.
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11.1. REAL TIME CONFIGURATION OF THE REPORT
The report can be readily modified during the preview stage, just before printing.

11.1.1. INCLUDE LEGEND
The legend to figures can be included in the report.

11.1.2. INCLUDE TEST RESULT DETAILS
All numerical test result details can be included in the report.

Here the user as unchecked the option to show the legend.
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11.1.3. INCLUDE EVENTS
Surgical or non-surgical events can be added, just like in the results Grid.

Here the user as checked the option to show the surgical events.

11.1.4. HIDE COLUMNS IN THE LEGEND
The user can choose which legend columns he wants to display in the report.
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11.1.5. EDIT THE REPORT
Other modifications can be made either in the preview pane or in MS Word if this application is installed on
the computer.

11.2. CREATE REPORT TEMPLATES
The user may create and modify report templates to adjust them to the desired content and style. These
templates can be virtually anything. They can contain numerous patient-related fields (name and address,
hospital name, etc.) which will be updated automatically whenever the template is used.

Audiqueen sends all patient and centre related data to MS Word in a generic format. The
user can pick the fields he wishes to incorporate into the template. From then on, MS
Word will replace the generic field automatically with the personal data of the patient.
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11.2.1. TEMPLATE FOR PRESCRIPTIONS AND CERTIFICATES
Templates can be created for (hearing aid) prescriptions, certificates, etc.

Example of a hearing aid prescription. This template shows how Audiqueen data, such as
patient’s name and birthdate, name of medical doctor, audiogram, etc. can be integrated
dynamically into any report.

11.2.2. CREATE A REPORT TEMPLATE
Report are used to print results. Report templates define how the reports look like. You may want to
customize these reports. An instructional video shows you how to do this. Briefly, open Audiqueen, login,
load a patient and press the "Print" button. Press the "..." button at the right hand side of the Print screen.

The Report Management screen appears. Press "Copy Report" to open Report Details for a new report. The
new report is based on an existing report (the Audiqueen Default Report if you have not created your own
reports before), which you can then edit to your liking. Press "Open" to view the report template.

Microsoft Word opens, showing the template which you are about to customize. You are now able to
customize the report. You can change the layout, replace the logo, edit headers, footers, body text, etc. You
will notice that some text is enclosed by brackets like «PatientLastName». These are Merge Fields. They will
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be filled out by Audiqueen when printing a report. Through the "Mailings" tab and "Insert Merge Field" more
of these fields are available.

The template contains a bookmark "PicturePlaceHolder". This is where Audiqueen will insert the graphical
output of the printed results. You are allowed to move this bookmark to a position of your liking, but you
should be careful not to remove this bookmark. Otherwise Audiqueen will not be able to print reports based
on your template.

When you are finished customizing your report template, press "Save As" in the Office menu. If some
computers in your network are still using earlier versions of Microsoft Word, it is best to save the template as a
Word 97-2003 Document. Otherwise it will not be possible to use these computers to print reports. Pick a
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name for your template (e.g. "Clinical Audiometry Report.doc") and save the document on your desktop.

Close Microsoft Word and return to Audiqueen. Press the "Replace With..." button and browse to the
document you just saved onto your desktop. Give the report a new name (e.g. Clinical Audiometry Report). If
you want this report template to appear only when printing specific types of test results, select the desired
test type. Next, press "OK". The report template in now available for printing.

11.3. OUTPUT TEST RESULTS TO A REPORT
Test results can be output to different types of reports.

Screen capture showing the different output formats.
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11.3.1. PRINT TO WORD DOCUMENT
Reports can be generated as a Word Document.

11.3.2. PRINT TO PDF DOCUMENT
Reports can be generated as a PDF document.

11.3.3. COPY TO CLIPBOARD
Graphical and numerical representations of test results can be copied to the clipboard.

11.3.4. SAVE AS IMAGE
Graphical and numerical representations of test results can be saved to an image file (JPG, PNG, GIF, etc.).

11.4. PRINT MULTIPLE TEST TYPES TO A SINGLE REPORT
Audiqueen allows printing result of multiple types and multiple days onto a single report, for instance both
tone and speech audiograms.
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12. IMPORT & EXPORT DATA
To allow transfer of data between different clinics that use Audiqueen, test results and events can be exported
an Audiqueen file, which is based on the XML file format.

12.1. EXPORT TO FILE
The user can select a subset of test results and export them to a file. This file contains the raw, numerical data
and can be send to other clinics using Audiqueen, for instance by e-mail.

Multiple results have been selected (using ctrl- and shift- buttons) to be exported into one
*auq file. This file can be attached to an email towards another centre that can import all
these results into its own Audiqueen.
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12.2. IMPORT FROM FILE
The user can import test result and events from an Audiqueen file received from another clinic.

13. AUDIQUEEN ADMINISTRATOR TOOLS
The Administrator tool is a separate application for system administrators. This is a powerful application to
manage integration, security, licensing and other settings and configurations of Audiqueen. It requires
administrator rights to open. The administrator tool can be accessed as an autonomous application or through
the Audiqueen button: The application shows several chapters.

Open Administrator Tools

Overview of Administrator Tools

14. DATA ANALYSIS & STATISTICS
The Audiqueen database contains the numerical data of test results. Together with Patient Keywords and
Events this makes for a strong data structure containing all important information and therefore ideal for
statistical analysis.

14.1. ACTIVITY LOG
User activity is logged to keep track of which user performed which action on which patient.

14.2. SQL DATABASE QUERIES
The Audiqueen database uses Microsoft SQL Server. The database structure is open and well documented. IT
professionals can create queries that extract the required information from the database.
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14.3. EXCEL ADD-IN
Audiqueen comes with an add-in for Microsoft Excel. It is compatible with Excel 2007 or higher. The add-in
allows users to extract the data of their choice from the database and process the results in Excel.

Excel featuring the Audiqueen add-in.

Audiqueen data can be readily extracted in Excel.
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Here Excel shows all details of all audiograms in Audiqueen. A user with minimal Excel
expertise can easily perform analyses on this dataset.

This example shows a comprehensive overview of all audiometric thresholds at different
frequencies.
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14.4. AUDIQUEEN ANALYTICS
Audiqueen Analytics is a powerful module to query patients and extract test results based on several criteria
and to export them to Excel.

14.4.1. SET SELECTION CRITERIA FOR QUERY
The first search step consists of querying patients and results based on several criteria.

Audiqueen Analytics starts by selecting the data source (1), defining the subject selection criteria (2), the type
of requested result (3) and the result details (4).

1.

Data source: this is either the full database or a shortlist (in the form of a csv file) of a number of
patient IDs. Such a shortlist can be the result of a previous query on the EMR (electronic medical
record) database.

2.

Subjects Filter: subjects can be filtered on gender and birthdate, a (surgical) event undergone,
keywords, or on hearing devices worn.
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Results Filter: results can be filtered on result type, whether the result was obtained with or without
hearing devices and on the result date. For the result date, different options exist:
a)

Absolute date: in this case, the first or last result is chosen, or results within a certain time
window; if this window contains multiple results, one can opt for only one result per subject,
e.g. the earliest, the latest, the middle one.

b) Relative to birth date: in this case, an age window is chosen. if this window contains multiple
results, one can opt for only one result per subject, e.g. the earliest, the latest, the middle
one.
c)

Relative to Event date (only possible if an event was used as selection criterion): in this case,
the first or last result before or after the event can be chosen, or all results within a certain
time window, or, in case of multiple results in such window, only one of those.

14.4.2. PREVIEW SUBJECTS AND RESULTS
Click on Search to execute the query. This yields a shortlist of patients meeting the criteria

Here, for instance, patients under the age of 40 have been selected, who have received a
cochlear implant before the age of 10.
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For each patient in the shortlist, all available test results can be inspected.

The red rectangle indicates all available test results which Audiqueen contains for this
patient.

Here speech audiometries have been selected which were obtained with a cochlear implant
at the ipsilateral side. The list shows the dates, speech list used, and the average score of
each test.
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The query can be refined, either by changing the criteria and running the query again, or by unchecking certain
subjects or results in the preview pane.

14.5. EXPORT TO EXCEL
Audiqueen gives a summary of the query results with the number of eligible cases and the average result.

Detailed results can then be exported to Excel for further processing.

15. ERROR HANDLING
In case of an unexpected error, an error message pops up with more details. This message allows the user to
send these details to Otoconsult or to call Otoconsult’s Live Support and get in touch with Otoconsult’s help
desk.

Typical error message with more details and the possibility to send an email to Otoconsult
or to call Otoconsult’s help desk for instantaneous assistance.

A trace of all errors is kept in a separate file which can be consulted through the Audiqueen Administrator
Tool.

The log file with all traces of the actions and errors can be opened through
Audiqueen Administrator’s Tool.
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16. CONFIGURATION: AUDIQUEEN ADMINISTRATOR TOOLS
The Audiqueen configuration possibilities are virtually unlimited, thanks to the Audiqueen Administrator Tools.
The configuration is also made very intuitive.

Audiqueen Administrator Tools can be accessed by Audiqueen Administrators.
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16.1. DATABASE CONNECTIONS
Audiqueen typically connects to only one database. However, it may occur that another database is chosen
for particular reasons (for instance trial or test databases). Changing the databases can be done in this
module.

16.2. CENTRE AND USERS
Contact information of the clinic can be entered in Audiqueen. These data may also be included in the header
of reports for example. Audiqueen also allows managing the user accounts that have access to the Audiqueen
software/database. This is the place to set and reset passwords, to set the language or the authorization level
of a user (administrator, standard, read only), etc.

Centre and user management.

The authorized activities of each authorization level are given in this table.
Read only
Open Audiqueen
Patient management4
Search Patient
Create Patient
Edit Patient
Display Patient Information

4

Not applicable/relevant when connected with an EMR

Standard

Administrator
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View results
Export Results
Import Results
Access to Graphical Interface
Access to the Ribbon
Grid
Group operations
Mark important results (star)
Column Header operations
Change featured index
Enter/Modify Notes (inline)
Enter/Modify Events
Manage Event Types
Keywords
Enter/Modify
Manage
Notes (post-it notes in ribbon)
View
Enter/Modify
Print
Preview, edit and print
Manage print templates
Format Graph
Manage indices
Define/Modify connected device
Save my settings
Restore to network defaults
Results
Measure Now
Manual Input
Requests
Devices
View
Enter/Modify
Environment
Database Connection
Centre management
User (self)
User management
Administrator tools
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16.3. LICENSES
Licenses can be activated, deactivated, renewed, etc. through this module. This license server is universal for
all Otoconsult applications (like Audiqueen, A§E, FOX, etc.). It only runs on the computer that contains the
License Service.

For more information on activation, reactivation, offline activation, etc: see Quick Installation Manual.

16.4. LDAP AUTHORIZATION
This module allows to configure the LDAP authorization and authentication parameters.
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16.5. EMR CONTEXT INTEGRATION
This module configures the context integration parameters.
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16.6. AUDIQUEEN SETTINGS
This module configures all the parameters that concern Audiqueen.
•

Machine settings manage the parameters of third party applications, like the measuring devices, the
A§E application, etc.

•

Centre settings manage the configuration of general parameters that apply to all computers on the
local network.

•

Factory settings hold the default values of the settings when no centre or machine value is set for a
certain parameter.
Machine settings have priority over centre settings which have priority over factory settings.

Screen capture of the parameter list. When selecting a parameter (upper arrow),
Audiqueen describes the feature (lower arrow) to assist the administrator.
The value that is in effect has a yellow background. A dark grey background means this
setting is not available in this scope.
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16.7. AUTOMATED PDF EXPORT
Audiqueen can be configured to automatically generate report files (PDF, Word, txt, etc.) whenever tests are
performed. These files can be created with file names or metadata that contain the required information for
the HIS to assign the report to the correct patient and visit.

16.8. DATABASE BACKUP
This module is to configure the parameters of the automatic backup.

16.9. VIEW LOG FILE
This module allows to have a look at the log file.

Example of the last lines of an Audiqueen log file.
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16.10. VIEW SESSIONS
This is a powerful tool to verify which user has accessed which patient’s file and whether the user has modified
anything in the file. It may be interesting for surveillance or medicolegal reasons.

Overview of the Session Viewer.

1.

First, define the time window for your investigation

2.

Then select which activities you want to retrieve: did the user merely inspect results (ResultViewed)
or did he/she also create, edit, import results, etc.

3.

The results appear in this window.

4.

You can change the grouping variables by dragging and dropping the fields in this section of the
window.

Session viewer showing that Today, User X has been running a session on Patient Y from
9:05 till 10:59 in Office ‘Fitting 3’. The user has created and imported results, for instance
he has created a speech audiometry at 10:04:42.
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16.11. IMPORT KEYWORDS
This powerful tool allows you to import keywords from your EMR into Audiqueen. This can be useful for
further processing in Audiqueen Analytics. The keywords should come as csv file where each line is structured
as follows:
ID; Keyword; [S]
Where
•

The default separator is ; but this can be changed if need be (each line must have two
separators !!!)

•

ID = unique patient identifier of the hospital EMR

•

Keyword = keyword belonging to this patient

•

[S] = side to which the keyword applies (optional): the default values are 0 for right, 1 for left
and 2 for bilateral, but these codes can be changed if need be.

This tool can be used in several ways. If your EMR contains keywords, you can ask your system administrator
to generate the csv file. Or, you can query your EMR for certain patient types, export the patient IDs to excel,
add a keyword manually, save this as csv file and import the entire list in Audiqueen.
Example: The file Keywords.csv contains 6 keywords for 5 different patients. Only one keyword is specific

Figure showing how a keyword csv file is selected (1) and how Audiqueen gives a preview of its content (2).
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Audiqueen tries to convert the EMR keywords into Audiqueen keywords.

Keyword Mapping: Audiqueen shows a list of EMR keywords (1), consisting of known (previous) EMR keywords and how
they are converted to Audiqueenkeywords (2) ; plus the current keywords to be imported (3) that have not yet been mapped
to Audiqueen keywords. You can map these ‘orphan’ keywords by selecting a keyword from the list (4) and move it to
theconvertion table with the arrow (5).

Here, Allergic and Achondroplasia are mapped to existing Audiqueen keywords. Also, the keyword Achondrolplasia from
the EMR is mapped to the correct Audiqueen keyword Achondroplasia. The EMR keyword Fake Keyword is not mapped
which means that it will not be imported into Audiqueen.

After importation, the keywords appear in the Audiqueen records.
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16.12. FOX INTEGRATION
This feature allows to make Audiqueen communicate with FOX, the Fitting to Outcome eXpert.

If switched on, the records of an Audiqueen patient can be linked with his/her records in FOX.

Use the FOX button in the Patient Information window to link
the Audiqueen data of a patient with his/her data in FOX.

16.13. EXTENSION MANAGEMENT
This function allows to manage speech lists of the A§E speech audiometric module.

This is to manage noise files used for
speech in noise testing

This is to manage the adaptive
methods for speech audiometric
scoring.

This is to managepre-built speech lists
or to create your own speech
audimetric lists.
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17. HOSPITAL INTEGRATION
Audiqueen is designed to be an extension to the general Hospital Information System (HIS). Therefore, it
facilitates the integration into existing information systems.

17.1. EMR CONTEXT INTEGRATION
To prevent the need to search for a patient or input patient data both in the HIS and in Audiqueen, the
Audiqueen application can be launched with context parameters. This is usually accomplished by adding a
button to the HIS application that launches Audiqueen and passes the UserID, PatientID and VisitID.

17.2. USER AUTHENTICATION BY MEANS OF LDAP (ACTIVE DIRECTORY)
Audiqueen can be configured to query an LDAP server to verify the supplied user credentials.

17.3. LDAP AUTHORIZATION
Audiqueen can be configured to query an LDAP server to enforce the authorization role of the logged in user in
Audiqueen.

17.4. HL7 ADT MESSAGE PROCESSING
Audiqueen can be setup to listen for HL7 ADT and SIU messages.
•

Patient Merge using HL7 ADT A40
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•

Patient Demographics using HL7 ADT A01, A04, A08, A28, A31

•

Visit Information using HL7 SIU S12, S13, S14

•

Patient Query: ADR A19

17.5. HL7 ADT QUERY QRY A19
Audiqueen can be configured to query an HL7 server for patient demographics in case these were not passed
through context integration.

17.6. PDF DUMP TO EMR
Audiqueen can be configured to automatically generate report files (PDF, Word, txt, etc.) whenever tests are
performed. These files can be created with file names or metadata that contain the required information for
the HIS to assign the report to the correct patient and visit.

17.7. HL7 ORU MESSAGING
Audiqueen can be configured to send HL7 ORU messages to inform invoicing/pricing systems of certain acts
that have been performed.

17.8. NOAH INTEGRATION
Audiqueen can be configured to retrieve audiograms and speech audiograms from a Noah database
automatically. For this, NOAH Web Service (WSI) needs to be added to the NOAH and Audiqueen
infrastructures. The WSI license can be provided by HIMSA or by Otoconsult.

17.8.1. EXPORTING NOAH DATA
NOAH can be configured to export data automatically after saving a test result. Alternatively, the user can opt
for manual export of data. Exported data then become available to Audiqueen (see further).

Manual export of NOAH test results
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Audiqueen can also request NOAH to export historical data (from a certain period) and make them available to
Audiqueen. This feature is typically used once during the installation of the NOAH link.

Screen captures of the Audiqueen feature to request historical NOAH data.

17.8.2. IMPORTING NOAH DATA INTO AUDIQUEEN
Audiqueen only imports NOAH data that have been exported first (see previous section) and that belong
unequivocally to the current Audiqueen patient. This latter criterion requires that the Audiqueen patient is
identified as the same person as the NOAH patient.
At any moment, the user can ask Audiqueen to import NOAH data into Audiqueen. Audiqueen then shows the
list of exported NOAH results and asks the user to link them to Audiqueen patients.
Audiqueen can be configured to automatically import NOAH results if there is a perfect match of name, first
name, gender and birth date; or to show possible matches and let the user confirm it.

Figure showing Audiqueen’s NOAH data import window.

17.9. LOG FILE
A logbook is kept of user activity. The following actions on individual patients are recorded:
•

PatientAdded
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PatientEdited
o

patient information changed

o

note created

o

note removed

o

event created

o

event edited

o

event archived

o

event retrieved

o

devices changed

For each individual test/measurement result:
o

ResultCreated

o

ResultEdited

o

ResultPropertyChanged
▪

Archive

▪

Retrieve

▪

Starred

▪

Unstarred

▪

Note modified

o

ResultImported

o

ResultPrinted

o

ResultExported

18. WEB VIEWER
Audiqueen can be consulted from a web browser. For this, a web application is installed in a Microsoft IIS
server. The web application is connected to the Audiqueen database and allows viewing test results from any
computer in the LAN, without the need to have Audiqueen installed. The Web Viewer only allows read-only
access to the data. The Web Viewer can be addressed using URL context integration.

19. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Audiqueen Server can be installed on a Virtual Machine.
Audiqueen Database is installed in an SQL Server instance on the same or a different machine.
Audiqueen is compatible with RedHat, Windows 2008.

19.1. SECURITY
Audiqueen database functions on SQL Server (2008+).
Audiqueen can be configured to store Movies, images, PDF documents, etc. either in the database or in a
dedicated folder.
Confidentiality and data integrity are secured by the following:
7.

Access is controlled by the EMR. If need be, additional user logins and passwords can be imposed in
Audiqueen.
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8.

Given the fact that Audiqueen is a client/server solution, LDAP authentication and authorization
apply.

9.

All modifications and data entries are traceable in the logfile.

19.2. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE
19.2.1. START-UP DELAY
The most time-taking procedure is Audiqueen start-up, since this takes a combination of actions like: database
connection, update verification, and several initialisation processes. On a 100 Mb/s network with a Windows
Server 2012 with i3 3GHz Core and 4GB RAM, the start-up takes 3 -12 seconds.
To overcome such delay at each opening of a patient’s file, Audiqueen processes remain active in the
background during 480 minutes after closing Audiqueen. This time is configurable. This reduces the start-up
delay for a typical patient to less than a second.
If Audiqueen is not actively used, these background processes don’t occupy any other resources than RAM
(approx. 200 MB)/

19.2.2. STRESS TEST
Processing: 20 ADT messages/second (Intel Core i7 @ 3 GHz)
Memory Usage (RAM): < 20MB

19.3. AUDIQUEEN CLIENTS
19.3.1. CLIENT MACHINES
Audiqueen Client runs on Windows 7 (minimum) machines, the requirements of which are given in the
document ‘Audiqueen 3 System Requirements’.

19.3.2. REQUIRED OFFICE APPLICATIONS
19.3.2.1. W INDOWS M EDIA P LAYER
WMP is required to record and play movies, like for endoscopy. WMP is installed automatically or manually in
Windows.

19.3.2.2. MS O FFICE
Modifying document templates for printing requires MS Word 2007 or higher (docx). Built-in templates that
do not require MS Office are available in Audiqueen.

19.3.2.3. A CROBAT R EADER
Although Audiqueen comes with its own PDF reader, it is recommended to have Acrobat Reader installed as
well.

19.3.3. CITRIX
Audiqueen is Citrix-compatible. It is important however to note that the collection of data from measuring
devices depends on a physical connection between the client machine and the measuring device. If such
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connection is not supported in the Citrix environment, it may be necessary to realise it on a locally installed
Audiqueen.

20. DISCONNECTED WORKSTATIONS
The Audiqueen database is SQL Server Replication compatible. This means that local databases can be
installed on portable computers. These computers can then work with Audiqueen, even when they are
disconnected from the network. The local database is synchronized with the Server database once the
computer is connected to the network again.

21. DEPLOYMENT
Since Audiqueen is designed to be used on many computers, it facilitates automated installation.

21.1. MSI PUSH UPDATES
Audiqueen is delivered as an MSI installer package. The package can be deployed/installed remotely from a
central software distribution system.

21.2. AUTOMATIC UPDATES
Audiqueen can be configured to automatically download and install updates.

22. DOCUMENTATION
Audiqueen comes with a User Manual for end-users and Installation Manuals for IT specialists. There is an
online Help function and Instructional Videos that serve as tutorials.

22.1. USER MANUAL
Audiqueen comes with a user manual explaining how to perform everyday tasks.

22.2. ONLINE HELP
The online Help contains the most up to date information on the latest Audiqueen version.

Audiqueen Assistance on Otoconsult’s website.
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22.3. INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS
Several YouTube videos are available to illustrate how to use Audiqueen

Instructional videos with subtitles

List of instructional videos
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22.4. KNOWLEDGE BASE
The knowledge base contains information on Getting Started, technical and IT related matter, FAQs and
troubleshooting.

22.5. INSTALLATION MANUALS
An extensive manual for IT professionals is available that explains how to install, configure and maintain
Audiqueen.

